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should interpret them in the light of existing con-

ditions.

These lines are not written in defense of Coach
Stuhldreher. He needs no defense. He has already

proven his worth in a very definite way. No harder

working or more conscientious man has ever trod

our campus and Villanova believes in him absolutely

and implicitly, and confidently expects his ultimate

success. Nor are we offering alibis for the team.

The men have been recruited from winning
prep, schools, and have proven their worth, but

they lack finesse and polish of the veteran college

player. Time and experience alone can develop

them into stars.

Villanova men living on the campus look to the

future with a faith that remains unshaken. Faculty,

student body and team refuse to withdraw their sup-

port or believe that another mistake has been made.

We would ask the Villanova Alumni to refrain from
a hasty judgment and not to regard the situation as

hopeless. Let them accord both the coach and team
generous and hearty support, for only in this way
can ultimate success be attained.

JAY-VEES BEAT WENONAH
While the Varsity was battling Dickinson,

another Blue and White team was playing on a

foreign field. The newly created Junior Varsity

traveled down the New Jersey way to trim the

Wenonah Military Academy team, to the tune of

14-6. The Jay-Vees pushed over a touchdown in

both the second and third quarters, while Wenonah
was able to score only once in the last quarter. The
scoring for Villanova was done by Trainor and

Cummings. Line-up:

Wenonah M. C. Villanova J. V.

Hartenstine L. E Holland

Swartz L. T Gibbons

Heiffer L. G Hilligan

Miles C McGrogan
Kelley R. G Young
Litman R. T Orbock
Brithe R. E McKeener
Haf Q. B Murphy
McCarter L. H Cummings
Qunis R. H Conti

Englemer F. B Trainer

Villanova J. V 7 7 0—14
Wenonah M. C 6—6


